
 � Capable of 1080p on a single 

CSI-2 using 4 lanes and 4k using 

dual CSI-2 using 8 lanes

 � HDMI 1.4a/b with audio, EDID 

negotiations and support for 

InfoFrame data

 � Resolutions of 1080p@60fps or 

4K@30fps at 24bpp

 � Record HDMI input stream 

with audio which is supported 

through I2S lines

 � MIPI CSI-2 compliant

Penguin EdgeTM ACC-1S80  

The Penguin EdgeTM ACC-1S80 is an UHD/1080p rev camera adapter board that 

uses Toshiba’s UHDMI to CSI conversion chip. It provides a Type A HDMI connector 

to receive HDMI input and feeds CSI data into Penguin Edge platforms through two 

41-pin MIPI-CSI connectors. There is no additional power supply required for this 

module. This module is capable of supporting 1080p on a single CSI-2 using 4 lanes 

and 4k using dual CSI-2 using 8 lanes and supports audio through I2S.

Penguin Edge™ ACC-1S80
Ultra HD HDMI Input Adapter Card

Power, Mechanical, and Environmental

 � Module dimensions

 – 100 x 33 x 9mm

 – 16 grams

 � Operating temperature: 0° to 70°C

 � Storage temperature: -20° to 80°C
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*41-pin MIPI-CSI cables included with accessory

Part Number Description Available
ACC-1S80-00-P2 UHDMI Input Adapter Card Now

Penguin 
Edge 

Platform
(SYS6601/
IFC6640)

41-pin 
FFC Cable 
Assembly

41-pin 
SCI0 

Connector

Penguin Edge™ ACC-1H80 Board

Type A 
HDMI 

Connector

41-pin 
SCI1 

Connector

HDMI I/P

4x MIPI-CSI0

4x MIPI-CSI1

UHDMI to CSI2 
Bridge 

(TC358840XBG)

12C
INT

RST

12S
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About Penguin Solutions 

Penguin Solutions accelerates customers’ digital transformation with the power of emerging technologies in HPC, AI, and IoT with solutions and services that span the 
continuum of edge, core, and cloud. The company designs highly advanced infrastructure, machines and networked systems that enable the world’s most innovative 
enterprises and government institutions to build the autonomous future, drive discovery and amplify human potential. The Penguin Edge portfolio covers system on 
modules, single board computers and application-ready platforms that extend insight, intelligence, and analytical capabilities closer to where the data is generated - 
optimizing a range of use cases across industries and rugged environments.

Contact Us
+1 602-438-5720 
info@penguinsolutions.com 
www.penguinsolutions.com/edge/

http://www.penguinsolutions.com/edge/legal/
http://www.penguinsolutions.com/edge/

